“Tempus vitam regit” is the motto of the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors.18 “Time rules life.” Is the
band around your wrist a nifty accessory, a helpful time management device — or a shackle?

Hurry Sickness and the Dilemma of the Water Flea
Slow down, you move too fast ...
—Paul Simon, “The 59th Street Bridge Song (Feelin’ Groovy)”
Consider Daphnia magna, the water flea. It is shaped like a
kidney bean but less than a third of its size. Its shell, or carapace,
is transparent, so the water flea’s coloring is based on whatever it
has recently eaten. Its life span is measured in months. The water
flea’s heart rate increases as the temperature rises: At 46 degrees
Fahrenheit, it can live nearly four months; but at 82 degrees, its
life span shortens to one month.
James Gleick posits that we face the water flea’s dilemma —
the complexity of our technological society causes the equivalent
of a quickening heartbeat. The temperature rises, and we careen
and carom through our lives with “ever-greater urgency,” packing
more and more into the same 24-hour day, convinced that time
is scarce.19
Meyer Friedman and Ray Rosenman, the two cardiologists
who invented the term “Type A,” also coined a name for this
rushing-around behavior: “hurry sickness.”20 Hurry sickness is a
“malaise in which a person feels chronically short of time, and
so tends to perform every task faster and to get flustered when
encountering any kind of delay.”21 Technology, which is supposed to make our lives easier, instead contributes to the malady,
thrusting us into an “uber-fast, uber-techno world” where hurry
sickness is an epidemic.22 Using our clever electronic devices, we
can check phone messages and email anytime and anywhere —
so we do. Many of us have to struggle to avoid doing it. Some of
our clients and colleagues expect it. Richard Jolly, an executive
coach and business school professor in London, tells of a client’s
solution to managing email messages while on vacation: He left
an auto-reply message, giving the dates of his absence from the
office. But he also created a separate email account, so his office
could contact him in an emergency. The address? “goaheadand
ruinmyvacation.” No emergencies occurred.23
Attorneys seem especially prone to hurry sickness. Undoubtedly, part of the reason is that most of us think of time as
a commodity, available for purchase in six-minute increments.
Another part is that having an overfull schedule is a sign of importance, a “negative status symbol in that the less free time you
have, the more prestige.24 We criticize the mischief of those with
“too much time on their hands”; implicit in the criticism is that
the less harried are less significant in the thrum and bustle of
genuine business.
Prestige and self-importance are partly to blame for the blurring of the distinction between work and leisure, between time
“on the clock” and “time off.” It may be that we crave the rush
of time pressure even when we’re not working, or that we want
to feel important in our off-hours, too. There is sociological evidence that we all spend more time working,25 so perhaps our constant haste is the result of trying to cram all our off-duty tasks
— bathing, exercising, socializing, parenting, reading the paper
(remember the paper?) — into a smaller allocation of hours.

FiVE Signs

You May Suffer from Hurry Sickness

1. You walk fast and drive fast even when you have plenty
of time to get where you’re going.
2. When you are not doing at least two things at once,
you feel idle and unproductive.
3. Riding the elevator, you are one of those people who
repeatedly presses the “door close” button.
4. In traffic, you count the cars in front of you to calculate
which lane is moving fastest.
5. You sleep in your clothes to save time in the morning.
— Jennie Bricker
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On This Old Rock Pile
The clocks ticked as usual. Seconds beaded into minutes.
Minutes grew into hours.
—Karen Thompson Walker, The Age of Miracles (2012)
But why do we think of time as a scarce resource? We could
blame the clock, the computer and their precocious love-child,
the smart phone. Two thousand years ago, the Roman playwright
Plautus raged against the sundial: “The gods confound the man
who first found out how to distinguish hours! Confound him,
too, who in this place set up a sun-dial, to cut and hack my days
so wretchedly into small portions.” The source of the problem
must be our compulsion to measure time, and then to conduct
every aspect of our lives in servitude to the “small portions” we
have created.
In Karen Thompson Walker’s novel, Age of Miracles, a world
in the not-so-distant future contends with the effects of a persistent, rapid slowing of the earth’s rotation. As the hours of daylight and darkness stretch longer and longer, society divides into
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Endnotes

The “Directorate of Time,” located at the Naval Observatory in Washington, D.C., is an agency of the U.S.
Department of Defense and the official keeper of the
exact time. The directorate monitors dozens of atomic
clocks and a master clock that coordinates the whole
ensemble.
The hyperprecision of the directorate’s system is foiled,
however, by Earth’s rotation, which slows down ever
so slightly, by nanoseconds, each year. The solution?
The official keepers of time insert a “leap second” into
the world’s calendar, most often on Dec. 31, in the last
moments of the year. “As the Earth continues to slow,”
reports James Gleick, “leap seconds will grow more common. Eventually we will need one every year, and then
even more.”
Source: “Directorate of Time,” http://tycho.usno.navy.mil/
gif/timex.html; Gleick, Faster 3-5.
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hour clock, and those who continue to measure day and night by
the earth’s rotation. Most people are clock-timers. The government supports clock time, and employers require it. Real-timers
eventually leave their jobs and neighborhoods and congregate together in separate communities. But both real-timers and clocktimers suffer the effects as the earth spins more and more slowly
(see sidebar above).
As any worker on the graveyard shift can tell you, we are creatures whose daily rhythms are tied to a 24-hour cycle. But are we
inevitably bound to the clock? Not everyone thinks we should
be. Anthropology professor Matthew Wolf-Meyer recommends
improving the quality of sleep by taking a one-week vacation
from the alarm clock, sleeping and waking without a schedule.26
Bryan Smith, writing for Men’s Health, took the clocklessness
challenge a step further: He spent a whole week without knowing the time.27 Smith reports he found it calming to forsake the
“chronomania” of his usual day, with its self-imposed stress and
impatience.28
Let’s all take the clocklessness challenge! But, wait: How will
we charge our clients if we can’t track billable hours? Possibly
it is time (pun intended) to listen to clients who increasingly
demand value-based and flat-fee billing for legal services. While
they might not be content to return to the “for services rendered”
invoice, maybe a more informative version would pass muster.
Could any of us live, even for a week, without a maddening
awareness of clock time? Unshackling ourselves from the billable
hour would be a good start.
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